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New York City

August 6, 2020
Presented by Your Name

New Administrators’ Orientation
Grades 6-8



Introductions!  Who do we have in the room?
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Think-Type-Chat! 

● Please share:
○ Your name
○ Your DBN
○ Something you’re excited 

about with implementing 
Amplify Science.
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Overarching goals
By the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

• Recognize how lessons engage students in three-dimensional learning.

• Understand how the program’s multimodal approach supports students in 
figuring out the unit phenomenon.

• Become familiar with “look fors” that administrators should see in an effective 
three dimensional science instruction.

• Discuss ways in which administrators can support the teaching of science in the 
coming school year. 

• Make an informed decision about which of the Amplify Science Hybrid Learning 
Resources (@Home Unit and @Home Videos) will best support their teachers.



Remote Professional Learning Norms

• Take some time to orient yourself to the platform
• “where’s the chat box? what are these squares at the top of my 

screen?, where’s the mute button?”

• Mute your microphone to reduce background noise unless 
sharing with the group

• The chat box is available for posting questions or responses 
to during the training

Make sure you have a note-catcher present

• Engage at your comfort level - chat, ask questions, discuss, 
share! 

44
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Plan for the day 
● Framing the day

○ What is Amplify Science?

● Phenomenon-based learning
○ What is phenomena-based 

instruction?
○ What does this look like in Amplify 

Science?

● Supporting instruction 
○ Progress builds and assessments

● Supporting implementation
○ Administrator resources
○ Remote & hybrid resources

● Closing
○ Reflection & survey



Capturing key takeaways! 

Notes Phenomenon-
based instruction 

Supporting 
instruction

Supporting 
implementation
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What is Amplify Science?
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Next Generation Science Standards

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California10

Designed to help students build a cohesive understanding of science 

What scientists want to 
know

Disciplinary Core Ideas

How scientists think

Crosscutting Concepts

What scientists do

Science and Engineering 
Practices
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Partnership: Amplify-LHS-NYC DOE

NGSS NYSSLS

NYC 
Edition

+ Companion 
Lessons
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Middle School Unit Types: Launch, Core, & Internship
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Middle School Unit Resources
NYC Print student editions
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Questions? 

16
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Plan for the day 
● Framing the day
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● Phenomenon-based learning
○ What is phenomena-based 

instruction?
○ What does this look like in Amplify 
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● Supporting instruction 
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● Supporting implementation
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○ Remote & hybrid resources

● Closing
○ Reflection & survey



What is phenomenon-based 
instruction? 
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A scientific phenomenon is an 
observable event that occurs in the 
universe that we can use science 
ideas to explain or predict. 



Next Generation Science Standards
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Think-Type-Discuss: How might learning be different? 

Topic-based Phenomenon-based

What is the water cycle? What caused the storms in this 
area to be severe?

What is an ecosystem? Why are there suddenly so many 
moon jellies?

How does light energy interact 
with matter?

Why does Australia have an 
elevated skin cancer rate?



Figure out not just learn about
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Using three dimensions to figure out 
like a scientist
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...through the Amplify Science approach
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The Amplify Science Approach
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Unit

Lessons

Activities

Chapters



What does phenomenon-based 
instruction look like in 
Amplify Science?
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Introducing the 
phenomenon and 
setting the purpose 
for investigating



Anchor Phenomenon:
Elisa, a young patient, feels tired all the time.
Student Role:  Medical Students working at a hospital

Pay attention to the student role and the 
phenomenon that students are asked to figure out. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-JbPJpmdnegykVkIq8OxscBwQF_9sANR/preview
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Metabolism

Lesson 1.2: Welcome to Medical 
School
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Warm-Up

15 MINMetabolism: Lesson 1.2

Activity 1
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-JbPJpmdnegykVkIq8OxscBwQF_9sANR/preview
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Introducing the 
Metabolism Simulation

20 MINMetabolism: Lesson 1.2

Activity 2
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Activity 2 - Screen 1Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

This simulation is called 
the Metabolism 
Simulation. It’s a 
scientific model of the 
human body that 
simulates many things 
that happen inside the 
human body.
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mS8juwq4t2jSmhWG15eonccUtVgPN8wq/preview
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Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

What did you notice 
about the Sim?

Activity 2 - Screen 1
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Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

The trillions of cells in 
the body have some 
similarities in the ways 
they function, so we can 
learn more about what all 
cells need by observing 
one cell in the 
Simulation.

Activity 2 - Screen 3
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Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

Investigation Notebook pg 7

Observe the Sim a 
second time. 

This time, watch what 
happens to the food and 
air that enter this healthy 
Simulation body.

Activity 2 - Screen 2
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Activity 3

Returning to the Patient

5 MINMetabolism: Lesson 1.2
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Activity 3Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

Vocabulary

the body’s use of molecules for energy and growth

metabolism
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Activity 3Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

In the Sim, you observed 
that in a functioning, 
healthy body, certain 
molecules that come 
from food and air are 
transported into the 
body’s cells.



Digital classroom wall
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Which molecules do 
cells need to function? 
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Homework

Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

Activity 4
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Activity 4Metabolism: Lesson 1.2

Investigation Notebook pg 8

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/curriculum/#/unit/8a80818e4e066ab2014e31c9bfb66f5f:2019-2020/cardstack/8a80818e4e066ab2014e31c9c043726a/8a80818e4e066ab2014e31c9bfec7095/8a80818e4e066ab2014e31c9bfef70a7?cardKey=8a80818e4e066ab2014e31c9c0447275
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End of Lesson 

Published and Distributed by Amplify. www.amplify.com

Metabolism: Lesson 1.2



Active reading: student articles
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● Articles provide a valuable 
source of evidence to figure 
out phenomena.

● Explicit instruction in reading 
like a scientist.

● Multiple reads of the same 
text each with a different 
purpose.

Where does the 
body get glucose, 
amino acids, and 
oxygen molecules? 

What might happen 
if the body doesn’t 
take in one or all of 
these molecules?



Returning to Elisa’s problem
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Claims:
● Elisa isn’t getting enough 

sleep. 

● Elisa is not eating enough 
food or not eating the 
right foods. 

● Elisa has a medical 
condition.

Claims:
● Elisa isn’t getting enough 

sleep. 

● Elisa is not eating enough 
food or not eating the 
right foods. 

● Elisa has a medical 
condition.
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Advanced Literacies for Academic Success

Do,
Talk,
Read,
Write,

Visualize

● Hallmark 1: Work with a variety of texts that 
feature big ideas and rich content

● Hallmark 2: Engage in talk and discussion to 
build both conversational and academic 
language and knowledge

● Hallmark 3: Write to build language and 
knowledge

● Hallmark 4: Study a small set of high-utility 
vocabulary words and academic language 
structures to build breadth and depth of 
knowledge

● Hallmark 5: Use Schoolwide protocols to 
support reading, writing, speaking and 
Listening



Reflecting on 
phenomenon-based learning
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Example lesson reflection

What new insights do you have 
about phenomenon-based 
learning? 

What connections did you notice 
to Advanced Literacies?
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Think-Type-Discuss

● Hallmark 1: Work with a variety of texts that 
feature big ideas and rich content

● Hallmark 2: Engage in talk and discussion to 
build both conversational and academic 
language and knowledge

● Hallmark 3: Write to build language and 
knowledge

● Hallmark 4: Study a small set of high-utility 
vocabulary words and academic language 
structures to build breadth and depth of 
knowledge

● Hallmark 5: Use Schoolwide protocols to 
support reading, writing, speaking and 
Listening



3-D  Statement
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Metabolism Lesson 1.3
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Visualize

Write and Talk

Do Read

Figuring Out

Multimodal Instruction



Evidence sources work together
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Teaching tip

● Every evidence source plays 
an important role in student 
learning.

● Be sure to teach every 
activity in order!
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The approach: Multimodal instruction



Questions? 

60
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Plan for the day 
● Framing the day

○ What is Amplify Science?

● Phenomenon-based learning
○ What is phenomena-based 
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○ What does this look like in Amplify 
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○ Progress builds and assessments

● Supporting implementation
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○ Remote & hybrid resources

● Closing
○ Reflection & survey



Supporting Instruction: 
Progress Build and Assessment
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Anchoring phenomena

Students gather evidence and 
use it to build increasingly 
complex explanations about 
a rich, real-world anchoring 
phenomenon.
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Driving instruction through a whole unit
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Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge

Progress Build
A unit-specific learning progression
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Level 3

Level 2 Cells can use these 
molecules to release 
energy for the body to 
function.

Level 1 Systems in the body 
work together to take 
in, break down, and 
deliver needed 
molecules to the cells.

Cells in the body need 
molecules from 
outside to function.

Deep, causal 
understanding

Prior 
knowledge

Metabolism Progress Build
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Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

End-of-Unit 
Assessment

Pre-unit 
assessment

6-8 Assessment System 

Critical Junctures
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Assessment System reference



Capture your thinking! 
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● How can you support 
teachers in successfully 
implementing the 
embedded assessment 
opportunities? 
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Classwork
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70

Classwork



Administrator reports: Grades 6-8
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Coming soon! 

● Available for both building and district 
administrators, reports will include 
usage and assessment data including:
○ daily active users
○ recent units taught
○ recent assessments
○ Progress Build outcomes

● Reports can be easily exported for 
integration with school and district 
learning management systems.
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Plan for the day 
● Framing the day

○ What is Amplify Science?

● Phenomenon-based learning
○ What is phenomena-based 

instruction?
■ coherent activity sequence

● Supporting instruction 
○ Progress builds and assessments

● Supporting implementation
○ Administrator resources
○ Remote & hybrid resources

● Closing
○ Reflection & survey



Administrator Resources 
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Getting Started Look-For Tool
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Getting Started Checklist



Hybrid learning resources
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Amplify @home
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amplify.com/science-coming-soon/

Amplify is launching several new 
and exciting features for Amplify 
Science that will save you time, 
extend your reach, and support 
your efforts to deliver the types of 
rigorous and riveting learning 
experiences in remote and hybrid 
settings. 



Amplify Science Program Hub
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A new hub for Amplify Science resources

● Videos and resources to 
continue getting ready to teach

● Coming soon: Amplify@Home 
resources

● Keep checking back for updates

science.amplify.com/programhub



Remote learning guidance: two options
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Amplify Science@Home Units

● Condensed Amplify Science 
units

● Options for a digital student 
experience (@Home Slides) 
or a print-only student 
experience (@Home Packets)

● Suggestions for enhancing if 
you have in-person or 
synchronous time

Amplify Science@Home Videos

● Videos of Amplify Science 
lessons adapted for remote 
learning

● Taught by real Amplify 
Science teachers

● Option to send to students or 
use as a model to record your 
own videos



Selecting remote learning resources
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First, ask yourself...

● How much time do students have to learn science in 
the upcoming school year?

● Do your students have access to technology at home, 
or do you need a print-only solution?



Selecting remote learning resources
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Use Amplify Science @Home Units if 

● You have significantly less time to 
teach science than you usually do.

You can choose from two different 
@Home Units formats, based on your 
students’ tech access:
● @Home Packets: print-only version
● @Home Slides: digital version, 

integrating digital slide decks and 
print or .pdf packets



Selecting remote learning resources
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Use Amplify Science@Home Videos if

● Your students have consistent 
access to digital devices at 
home, and

● You have about the same 
amount of time for teaching 
science as you normally would



The @Home Resources can be used in tandem. 
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@Home Units
(packets or slides)

@Home Videos



@Home Resources example use case
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Hybrid Model: remote asynchronous and live in person teaching

Monday
Remote

Tuesday
In-person

Wednesday
Remote

Thursday
Remote

Friday
In-person

Assign: @Home 
Lesson 1 (slides or 
packet)

Teach: @Home 
Lesson 2 using 
guidance for 
in-person 
instruction*

Assign: @Home 
Lesson 3  with 
@Home Video clips 
to support

Assign: @Home 
Lesson 4 with 
@Home Video clips 
to support

Revisit @Home 
Lessons 3-4 using 
guidance for 
in-person 
instruction* 

*Ideas for in-person instruction includes hands-on or discourse-based activities



@Home Resources example use case
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Remote Model: with synchronous & asynchronous learning

Days 1 & 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Asynchronous

Assign: @Home Lesson 1 (slides or 
packets) supplemented with 
@Home Videos.  

Synchronous 

Teach: @Home 
Lesson 2 (slides or 
packet) using 
synchronous 
suggestions.

Asynchronous

Assign: @Home 
Lesson 3. 
Supplement with 
@Home Videos.

Synchronous

Revisit @Home 
Lesson 3, using 
synchronous 
suggestions.



Questions? 
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Revisiting our goals
Are you able to:

• Recognize how lessons engage students in three-dimensional learning?

• Understand how the program’s multimodal approach supports students in 
figuring out the unit phenomenon?

• Become familiar with “look fors” that administrators should see in an effective 
three dimensional science instruction?

• Discuss ways in which administrators can support the teaching of science in the 
coming school year?

• Make an informed decision about which of the Amplify Science Hybrid Learning 
Resources (@Home Unit and @Home Videos) will best support their teachers?



Reflection
After today’s session, what are you newly 
excited about with Amplify Science? 

What are the new challenges that you are 
now anticipating? 

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California91
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amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-resources/

NYC Resources site



Additional Amplify resources
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Program Guide
Glean additional insight into the 
program’s structure, intent, philosophies, 
supports, and flexibility. 
my.amplify.com/programguide

Amplify Help
Find lots of advice and answers from the 
Amplify team. 
my.amplify.com/help



Additional Amplify Support
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Customer Care
Seek information specific to 
enrollment and rosters, technical 
support, materials and kits, and 
teaching support, weekdays 
7AM-7PM EST.

When contacting the customer care 
team:

● Identify yourself as an Amplify Science 
user.

● Note the unit you are teaching.
● Note the type of device you are using 

(Chromebook, iPad, Windows, laptop).
● Note the web browser you are using 

(Chrome or Safari).
● Include a screenshot of the problem, if 

possible.
● Copy your district or site IT  contact on 

emails.

scihelp@amplify.com

800-823-1969

Amplify Chat




